Abstract-The triple collocation (TC) technique allows the simultaneous calibration of three independent, collocated data sources, while providing an estimate of their accuracy. In this paper, the TC is adapted to validate different salinity data products along the tropical band. The representativeness error (the true variance resolved by the relatively high-resolution systems but not by the relatively low-resolution system) is accounted for in the validation process. A method based on the intercalibration capabilities of TC is used to estimate the representativeness error for each triplet, which is found to impact between 15% and 50% the error estimation of the different products. The method also sorts the different products in terms of their resolving spatiotemporal scales. Six salinity products (sorted from smaller to larger scales) used were: the in situ data from the Global Tropical Moored Buoy Array (TAO), the GLORYS2V3 ocean reanalysis output provided by Copernicus, the satellite-derived Aquarius Level 3 version 4 (AV4) and Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) objectively analyzed (SOA) maps, and the climatology maps provided by the World Ocean Atlas (WOA). This calibration study is limited to the year 2013, a year when all the products were available. This validation approach aims to assess the quality of the different salinity products at the satellite-resolved spatiotemporal scales. The results show that, at the AV4 resolved scales, the Aquarius product has an error of 0.17, and outperforms TAO, GLORYS2V3, and the SOA maps. However, at the SOA resolved scales (which are coarser than those of the Aquarius product because of the large OA correlation radii used), the SMOS product has an error of 0.20, slightly lower than that of GLORYS2V3, Aquarius, and TAO. The WOA products show the highest errors. Higher order calibration may lead to a more accurate assessment of the quality of the climatological products.
L-band radiometers, SSS observations were mainly acquired by in situ sensors (moored buoys, drifters, and thermosalinographs). As a result, knowledge of the spatial and temporal variability of salinity had been scarce due to the lack of a comprehensive set of salinity observations. While in situ data (e.g., Argo floats) were being used in a growing number of studies (see [1] , [2] , or [3] ), numerical models were also widely used as a complementary source of such information (see [4] and references therein.
The spatiotemporal resolution achieved by satellite salinity measurements has no equivalent among the other existing salinity observation systems. Since the launch of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission (2009) and then the Aquarius mission (2011), more than seven years of satellite-derived SSS data, with a spatial and temporal resolution adequate for climate and ocean general circulation studies, have become available. The L-band radiometers onboard SMOS and Aquarius have proven to be challenging notably in the case of the SMOS interferometric measurements. Although there have been notable efforts to improve the quality of retrievals [5] , [6] , the L-band radiometry is still in its infancy, and the quality of derived salinity products is expected to improve with time. Currently, higher level processing efforts, i.e., various spatial and temporal averaging and data fusion techniques, have been implemented to better recover structured and meaningful geophysical information from remote sensing SSS retrievals [7] [8] [9] .
In all cases, a comprehensive validation is essential to characterize the information provided by these products. For example, [10] presents a novel technique, the so-called singularity power spectra (SPS) to analyze the geophysical consistency of the different satellite-derived SSS maps. In particular, the SPS was able to reveal the small-scale turbulent cascade signature, and thus demonstrated that most of the studied SSS products were able to represent a reasonable spatial variability. Besides geophysical consistency, it is of utmost importance to estimate the uncertainty associated with each SSS data set.
Direct comparisons against in situ salinity measurements have been extensively used to assess the reliability of remotely sensed SSS [11] [12] [13] [14] . Indeed, such direct comparisons provide relevant information about the quality of the different data sets. For example, [15] identified corrupted buoy time series (due to, e.g., instrument malfunctions), by directly comparing them with other in situ and satellite-based SSS products. Such validation approach, however, has some limitations as in situ data are assumed to be true or perfect. Indeed, although the in situ instrument errors are usually considered negligible, in situ measurements include spatial and temporal scales of variability that differ from remote-sensed measurements or ocean model outputs. For example, an in situ observation, e.g., Argo, represents an almost instantaneous and point measurement, whereas data products, e.g., satellite or model output, are given in grids with spatial sizes of 10-100 km, with temporal averages of 1-30 days. Moreover, satellite SSS products measure the top 1 cm of the ocean surface, whereas in situ SSS measurements are usually obtained few meters below the surface. All of these differences result in the presence of a representativeness error [16] [17] [18] [19] , which must be taken into account during validation.
The so-called triple collocation (TC) technique, first introduced by [16] to estimate the uncertainties of three sea surface wind data sources, is being adapted and used in this paper to estimate the uncertainties of different SSS data sources (i.e., in situ, satellites, and numerical ocean model output). In this paper, we will use a set of collocated measurements from three different SSS data sources, one source is assumed to be calibrated (called as the reference), in order to estimate the random measurement error of all three sources and the relative linear calibration coefficients of two sources with respect to the reference one. To do so, we need to properly estimate the representativeness error, which was defined in [16] as the short-scale true variance resolved by the relatively highresolution systems but unresolved by the coarse-resolution system.
The TC method has been used for assessing the quality of a wide variety of geophysical variables, including sea surface winds [16] [17] [18] [19] , soil moisture [20] , [21] , and precipitation [22] , among others. A simplified version of TC, in which the representativeness error was not considered, has been used to assess the quality of several SSS products [23] . In this paper, the importance of considering the representativeness error is highlighted. The method developed in [24] to estimate sea surface wind errors in high wind variability conditions is adopted to properly estimate such error and thus provide accurate measurement errors for different SSS data products (including, in situ, ocean reanalysis, satellite, and climatology) at the spatiotemporal scales resolved by the satellite data.
In Section II, a description of the different SSS data products to be validated is provided. In Section III, the TC technique as well as its adaptation for SSS validation purposes and the method to estimate the representativeness error are presented. The TC results are thoroughly analyzed in Section IV. Finally, the concluding remarks and the outlook are discussed in Section V.
II. SSS PRODUCTS

A. Data
The period of this paper corresponds to the year 2013. This period has been chosen for two reasons: 1) all the SSS data sources used are available in this period and 2) the year 2013 is not influenced by strong events such as El Niño (2014) (2015) or La Niña (2011-2012), which are known to be unresolved by the climatology, thus leading to strong biases in the latter. Fig. 1 . Note that salinity is defined using the Practical Salinity Scale 1978 [25] , and salinity values are given without unit.
2) SMOS:
The SMOS satellite, launched in November 2009 as part of the European Space Agency's (ESA) Living Planet Program [26] , is the first polar-orbiting satellite with a passive microwave sensor operating in the L-Band (1.4 GHz). Using polarimetric interferometry from 69 individual radiometers, SMOS retrieves SSS in a 1200-km-wide field of view, providing global coverage every three days. ESA's Level-2 (L2) swath-based SSS products have a spatial resolution of 30-50 km, but a rather low accuracy of 0.6-1.7 [11] , [12] . The Barcelona Expert Center (BEC) serves different SMOS SSS high-level products, with different spatial and temporal resolutions. In this paper, the operational v2.0 SMOS objective analysis (SOA) product is used [27] . This product has been generated from the v6.22 version of the SMOS SSS Level 2 products provided by ESA. In addition, the land sea contamination has been mitigated by means of the empirical salinity debiasing method proposed in [9] . In the objective OA scheme, no auxiliary SSS data have been used as background, using a background value of 35 instead. Also note that, in order to mitigate the relatively poor radiometric accuracy of the SMOS measurements, the scheme uses large correlation radii, i.e., 321, 267, and 175 km (as in [28] [28] and 2009 (WOA09) [31] , created by optimal interpolation of all the available historical sets of in situ data, are used. The horizontal grid resolution is 0.25°for WOA13 and a daily interpolation has been applied to create a daily climatology.
B. Collocation Procedure
The above-mentioned satellite, model, and climatological SSS products have been collocated with the in situ data. The closest grid point to the in situ location is used. All products but AV4 are served daily or interpolated at daily scales. As such, only collocations every seven days (i.e., AV4 temporal resolution) are considered. Note that the monthly climatology (WOA13) has been interpolated at daily scales for collocation purposes, although its actual temporal resolution does not change. As such, all the (daily) salinity products are temporally collocated to the central day (i.e., day 4) of each AV4 map. As a consequence, all the different TC combinations used in Section IV correspond to the same time periods and locations, i.e., the TAO, GLORYS2V3, AV4, SOA, WOA09, and WOA13 data sets are all collocated together (rather than triplets and sextuplets are obtained). A total of Table I shows the spatial and temporal characteristics of the different SSS products used in this paper. In summary, the following temporal and spatial resolutions are used in descending order: 1) buoy data at daily and point-measurement level; 2) GLORYS2V3 at daily and 0.25°resolution; 3) satellite (AV4 and SOA) at roughly weekly and 0.25°-1°resolution; and 4) climatology (WOA09 and WOA13) at monthly and 0.25°-1°resolution.
The work of [32] shows that the temporal averaging is equivalent to the spatial averaging in terms of the resulting signal variance (Taylor approximation), i.e., the temporal averaging induces a reduction of the true signal variance, which is equivalent to that induced by the spatial averaging. In this paper (see Table I ), we use collocated data products of different spatial and temporal resolutions. The latter are interpreted in terms of the true variance resolved by each product, i.e., in terms of the (joint) spatiotemporal scales (resolution) resolved by each product. For simplicity, the term spatiotemporal scale (resolution) is hereafter referred to as scale (resolution).
The TC method described in Section III will help to: 1) estimate what the representativeness errors of the different products are in order to compute the errors for each data product at the satellite scales and 2) sort the products according to their effective resolution.
III. TRIPLE COLLOCATION METHODOLOGY
The TC method was conceived in [16] as a tool for intercalibration and individual error assessment of three different collocated sea surface wind data sets. In fact, TC is rather generic and can be applied to any geophysical variable and data product, provided that errors are additive, error distributions are close to Gaussian, and that the collocated data sources are independent. In this section, the method is briefly presented and adapted to SSS data sets.
TC uses three spatially and temporally collocated data sources of the variable of interest to solve a system of equations in an iterative way, leading to intercalibrated data sources and estimates of the error variance of each source. Given three measurement systems, s i , i = 1, 2, 3, that, for example, represent buoy, satellite, and climatology, respectively, the measurements and measurement errors are approximated by the following linear expression:
where S is the common quantity in this paper, i.e., the true salinity at the scales commonly resolved by all three data sources, a i and b i stand for the scaling and bias calibration coefficients, respectively, and δ i for the random measurement error. δ i is assumed to be unbiased, and its variance does not change with S. These assumptions hold well for the salinity variable if the pseudoanomaly of S is taken (see Section III-A). The system (1) is solved iteratively under several assumptions. First, one data source (i = 1) is used as the calibration reference, i.e., a 1 = 1 and b 1 = 0. Second, all random measurement errors are assumed to be uncorrelated with S. Now, let us suppose that systems 1 and 2 (e.g., buoy and remote sensing salinity) resolve smaller turbulent scales than system 3 (e.g., WOA13), and that the variance common to these smaller scales, r 2 = δ 1 δ 2 , is part of the measurement errors δ 1 and δ 2 . By definition, r 2 is the correlated part of the representativeness errors of s 1 and s 2 . Assuming that, since s 3 does not include these smaller scales, its measurement error δ 3 is independent of δ 1 and δ 2 , and δ 1 δ 3 = δ 2 δ 3 = 0. In summary, salinity errors of different systems are all assumed to be uncorrelated, except for the spatial representativeness error [16] , due to the turbulent scales only resolved by systems 1 and 2.
Note that system 1 (e.g., buoy) often resolves smaller scales than system 2 (e.g., satellite). If one would want to estimate the measurement errors at the scales resolved by system 1, another representativeness error r 2 , i.e., the true variance resolved by system 1 but not by system 2, needs to be estimated. However, in this paper, the goal is to estimate the measurement errors of the different SSS data products at the satellite-resolved scales (i.e., system 2 or system 3, as shown in Section IV), for which only r 2 needs to be estimated. Note also that when the estimated r 2 is found to be zero, it implies that system 2 resolves the same scales as system 3.
The calibrated data sets are created by
Note that s 1 = s 1 by definition. The TC analysis is implemented using an iterative approach. The calibrated data sets s i , i = ref are used to estimate the new calibration factors, until these parameters converge. Normally, the convergence is reached within six iterations. After calibration, the error variance of each salinity product, estimated at the scale of system 3 (e.g., WOA13), is given as
The quantity ε 2 denotes the common true variance in the three measurement systems and has several different expressions, i.e., after calibration, the following relations hold: 13 . In these equations, M ii and M i j correspond to the second-order moment of system i and the mixed second-order moment of systems i and j , respectively. To obtain the error variances on the scale of system 2 (i.e., typically the satellite scale), r 2 has to be subtracted from both the system 1 (e.g., buoy) and the system 2 (e.g., satellite) error variances, and added to that of system 3 (e.g., WOA13).
In summary, in order to properly estimate the random errors of the different sources, one has to first define the "truth" in terms of its spatial (both vertical and horizontal) and temporal representation. The representativeness error is actually the true variance that an observation system resolves (does not resolve) but is not resolved (is resolved) by the defined "truth." In this paper, the "truth" spatiotemporal representation is defined as the ocean salinity at 1 cm depth and at the satellite-resolved (AV4 and SOA) spatiotemporal scales.
A. Adaptation of TC to SSS: Use of SSS Pseudoanomalies
To perform TC with salinity data (which are
In what follows, we use system 2 to justify such need (although the derivation can be done for any of the three systems).
We define the measurement of SSS as
where K = s 1 is the mean value of the reference measurement (system 1) and s i the pseudoanomaly of the measurement system i , i.e., the deviation of the s i values from the constant K . The mixed-second order moment between system 2 (e.g., satellite) and system 3 (e.g., climatology) becomes
and the second-order moment for system 2 is
By using (4)-(6), the error variance for system 2 is calculated as
After calibration, the third term of (7) is zero and therefore does not influence the final error variance value. However, in the first TC iteration, uncalibrated data are used and, as such, the third term (with K = 35 and s 3 > s 2 ) can lead to negative δ 2 2 (error variances), which is impossible by definition. However, if TC is performed with s i instead of s i , the salinity distributions of the three measurement systems are roughly centered on 0, and in turn TC [i.e., equivalent to (7) but with K = 0] is robust through all iterations.
In fact, the sea surface wind TC analysis is performed for the zonal and meridional wind components [16] , [18] , [20] , which have distributions around zero as well.
B. Representativeness Error Estimation
As already discussed in Section I, it is very important to accurately estimate the representativeness error r 2 , i.e., the common true variance of systems 1 and 2 not resolved Fig. 2 . Scatterplots of the SSS pseudoanomalies from (Top) TAO (system 1) and (Bottom) GLORYS2V3 (system 2) versus SOA (system 3) (Left) before applying TC and (Right) after applying TC with a representativeness error, r 2 , of 0.023. The legend shows the number of data points (Num), the mean bias and the SD of the scatterplot, and the regression coefficient (R coef) together with the slope and offset.
by system 3, in order to successfully estimate the individual random errors of each of the three collocated data sources. Several techniques have been proposed over the last years to estimate r 2 . In [17] , r 2 is estimated by integrating the difference between the scatterometer wind power density spectra (PDS) and the numerical weather prediction (NWP) model output PDS from the finest scatterometer scale of 25 km to the largest European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast error scale of 800 km. In [33] , the cumulative variance was calculated as a function of the spatial scale, and the representativeness error was found to be given by the difference in cumulative variance of scatterometer and NWP wind components at a scale of 200 km. In both approaches, it is necessary to process representative series of wind data of sufficient length in order to compute accurate wind spectra or cumulative variances. Moreover, as shown in [10] , the PDS spectral slopes of the different SSS products are quite sensitive to the presence of noise, which is particularly high for SSS products. In this paper, the novel approach introduced in [19] is adopted to compute the representativeness error of SSS products.
As discussed at the beginning of Section III, TC equations are solved iteratively by updating the calibration coefficients after each iteration and by applying them to the different data sources in the next iteration [see (2) ]. A strong assumption of the TC method is that, once convergence is achieved, the three data sources are well intercalibrated. This can only be achieved with consistent calibration coefficients, r 2 , and measurement error values, since all of them are directly related by the TC formulation. In particular, r 2 directly influences the scaling factor of system 3 (see [34] for further details). As such, setting a wrong r 2 value leads to a miscalibrated system 3 data set, with respect to systems 1 and 2. Therefore, an effective way of estimating r 2 is to repeat the TC analysis for different r 2 values until an optimal intercalibration of the different data sources is achieved. 2 shows an example for the triple collocated data sets TAO-GLORYS2V3-SOA (TGS, hereafter, the following notation will be used for triple collocated data sets of system 1, system 2, and system 3) before and after TC. 023 (right)]. Note that the red dashed line represents the linear regression of the scatterplots. It is clear that TC leads to well-intercalibrated SSS data sets, as denoted by the red dashed lines on the right being closer to the diagonal (i.e., a slope close to 1) than those on the left. In this example, the best intercalibration between the three data sets (TAO, GLORYS2V3, and SOA) is achieved for r 2 = 0.023. As shown in Section IV-A, for other r 2 values, TC leads to a (slightly) poorer intercalibration.
IV. TRIPLE COLLOCATION RESULTS
As discussed in the previous sections, the goal of this analysis is to assess the quality of each individual SSS data product at the scales resolved by the satellite systems, i.e., Aquarius (AV4) and SMOS (SOA). It will be shown in Section IV-A, the scales resolved by AV4 and SOA products differ. Therefore, the error assessment is presented in Section IV-B at each scale separately.
By definition, the error assessment of each SSS product should lead to the same results regardless of the triplet combination used in TC, provided that the assessment is indeed carried out at the same scales. As such, in order to analyze potential inconsistencies and uncertainties of the TC method, several triplet combinations are analyzed in this section: TAO-GLORYS2V3-AV4 (TGA), TAO-AV4-SOA (TAS), TAO-AV4-WOA09 (TA09), TAO-AV4-WOA13 (TA13), TAO-GLORYS2V3-SOA (TGS), TAO-SOA-WOA09 (TS09), and TAO-SOA-WOA13 (TS13). Note that, in the TC iterative process, a 4-sigma test is performed. As a result of this quality control, about 2.5% of collocations are filtered out. Fig. 3 shows the regression coefficient (slope) values after TC for different r 2 values and for two different triplets, DIFFERENT TRIPLETS OF SSS  DATA: TAO-GLORYS2V3-AV4 (TGA), TAO-GLORYS2V3-SOA  (TGS), TAO-AV4-WOA13 (TA13), TAO-SOA-WOA13 (TS13),  TAO-AV4-WOA09 (TA09), TAO-SOA-WOA09 (TS09),  AND TAO-AV4-SOA (TAS) i.e., TGA (left) and TAS (right). The solid dashed line indicates the slope of system 1 (system 2) versus system 3. Note that the estimated r 2 value corresponds to that obtained at the intersection of the horizontal dotted line (slope value of 1) and the solid/dotted lines, i.e., the r 2 value that leads to wellintercalibrated data sets after TC (see Section III-B). Both the solid and the dashed lines should intersect the dotted line at the same r 2 value. As seen in Fig. 3 , they intersect the dotted line at only slightly different r 2 values, indicating that the r 2 estimation method is indeed quite consistent. Since the value of r 2 for a particular triplet has to be unique, the average of both values (those obtained from the solid and dashed lines) is calculated and used as the estimated r 2 . This approach for estimating r 2 also identifies the systems having the finest (systems 1 and 2) and the coarsest effective resolution (system 3). For example, when running the TC algorithm for TAO-AV4-GLORYS2V3 (TAG) or TAO-SOA-AV4 (TSA), instead of TGA or TAS, the r 2 estimation does not converge, i.e., the solid and dashed lines never intersect the dotted line for positive r 2 values (not shown). This indicates that GLORYS2V3 is indeed of higher resolution than AV4, and that AV4 is in turn of higher resolution than SOA.
A. Representativeness Error
Therefore, the sorting of systems 1-3 used in this analysis is not random, but already indicates the spatiotemporal scales of each product in ascending order. Note that TAO point measurements obviously represent the smallest scales and they are always used as system 1. However, by construction, the TAO errors are estimated at the resolution of system 2 (see Section III-B). Moreover, the larger the r 2 value, the larger are the scales resolved by system 3 (relative to those resolved by systems 1 and 2). Table II shows r 2 for the different Aquarius-based triplets and, for comparison, the analogous SMOS-based triplets in parenthesis. According to the sorting of systems 2 and 3, and the magnitude of the estimated r 2 values, one can easily deduct that the sorting of the different products according to their spatiotemporal scales in ascending order is: GLORYS2V3 (see TGA and TGS), AV4 (see TAS, TA13, and TA09), SOA (see TS13 and TS09), WOA13 (see lower r 2 values for TA13 and TG13 than for TA09 and TG09), and WOA09.
The TGA, TGS, and TAS triplets show consistent results, i.e., the TGS r 2 value is almost equal to the sum of the TGA and TAS r 2 values, i.e., the difference between GLORYS2V3 and SOA scales (represented by a true variance of 0.023) is almost identical to the sum of the difference between GLORYS2V3 and AV4 scales (0.009) and the difference between AV4 and SOA scales (0.015). This indicates that these four data sets comply with all TC assumptions discussed in Section III (i.e., independent data sets, Gaussian distributions, and effective linear calibration). It is important to note that the relatively large r 2 value of TAS (0.015) indicates a noticeable difference between the AV4-resolved scales and the SOA resolved scales. Although the Aquarius footprint is larger than that of SMOS, the SMOS product (SOA) clearly results in coarser spatiotemporal scales than AV4 since it uses large correlation radii in order to reduce the relatively poor radiometric accuracy of the SMOS measurements (see Section II-A).
When looking at the triplets that include climatology, the results are also consistent. For example, the r 2 value for TA13 (0.027) is similar to the sum of the TAS (0.015) and the TS13 (0.011) values. Moreover, the TS09 r 2 value (0.034) is larger than that of TA09 (0.020), as expected since AV4 resolves smaller scales than SOA. Fig. 4 (left) shows the same as Fig. 3 , but for the triplet TA09. In contrast with Fig. 3 , the solid and the dashed lines in Fig. 4 (left) are separated, leading to different intersections with the horizontal dotted line. This indicates that one cannot obtain a fully consistent r 2 value for this particular triplet. This is mainly due to the fact that there is no effective linear calibration for this particular triplet. This is shown by the scatterplot of WOA09 and AV4 [ Fig. 4 (right) ], which corresponds to the output of TC using an r 2 of 0.034 [given by the average intersection of the solid and dashed lines with the dotted line in Fig. 4 (left) ]. Although the distribution lies somewhat around the diagonal, it has an irregular shape, indicating the need for higher order calibration. Since the TC assumes linear calibration, the uncertainty of the r 2 values (and corresponding random errors) from triplets that include climatology will be larger. However, as seen by the consistent results in Table II , such uncertainty is only expected to be marginally larger.
B. Error Assessment
The estimated r 2 values in Table II are used in this section to estimate the random errors of each individual SSS data product at the satellite resolved scales. As explained in Section III, using (3)-(5) (the latter with K = 0), TC provides error values at the scale resolved by system 3. To obtain the error variances on the scale of system 2, r 2 has to be subtracted from both the system 1 and the system 2 error variances, and added to that of system 3. For example, with the δ 2 i Fig. 5 . Estimated TAO SD error (δ TAO ) estimated by the TC algorithm at both the SOA scale (red points) and the AV4 scale (blue points) for the following triplets: TA09 and TS09 (denoted as T-09), TA13 and TS13 (as T-13), TGA and TGS (as TG-), and TAS. derived from the triplet TA09, the standard deviation (SD) errors for TAO, AV4, and WOA09 at AV4 scale can be estimated as:
, and δ WOA09 = δ 2 3 + 0.034 (1/2) .
Also, as discussed in Section IV-A, AV4 resolves smaller scales than SOA. Therefore, the error assessment is carried out separately at both resolutions. Fig. 5 shows the TAO random errors as estimated by the seven different triplets, both at AV4 (blue points) and SOA (red points) scales. The TAO errors, when evaluated at the same resolution (either AV4 or SOA), should always be the same. As such, the TAO error variation seen in Fig. 5 gives an indication of the uncertainty of the proposed methodology (i.e., about 0.01). Also, note that, since AV4 resolves smaller scales than SOA, the TAO errors at AV4 scales should be smaller than those at SOA scales (i.e., the TAO small-scale SSS variability should be more compatible with AV4 scales than with SOA scales). This is true for all the triplet combinations (see Fig. 5 ), which indicates once again that the TC results are indeed consistent.
The estimated random errors for each individual source and triplet combination at the AV4 and SOA resolved scales are shown in Tables III and IV, respectively. In these tables, the last row shows the resulting error average (note that, for some products, only one value is actually estimated). As already mentioned, triplets including climatology provide somewhat less reliable error estimates. As such, one may also exclude those triplets from the analysis and focus on the more reliable ones, i.e., TGA, TGS, and TAS. By doing so, the error estimates for TAO, GLORYS2V3, AV4, and SOA do not significantly vary.
It can be concluded that, at AV4 scales, the AV4 product shows the smallest random errors (0.17), although similar to 
V. CONCLUSION
The representativeness error has been accounted for during the TC validation of six different SSS products along the tropical band. The validation has been carried out at the scales resolved by the two satellite (Aquarius and SMOS) products. It has been found that the representativeness error represents between 15% and 50% of the error estimates of different products.
The six salinity products assessed in this paper are: 1) the in situ data from the TAO; 2) the GLORYS2V3 ocean reanalysis output provided by Copernicus; 3) the high-level salinity maps derived from the Aquarius (AV4) and SMOS (SOA) missions; and 4) the monthly climatologies provided by the (WOA09 and WOA13). The analysis is performed in the tropics over the year 2013.
The TC technique, as first introduced in [16] , consists of simultaneously intercalibrating three independent, collocated data sources (triplets) and providing an estimate of their individual random errors. Note that, in this paper, TAO data are used as calibration reference. TC accounts for products with different spatiotemporal characteristics and provides the output (random errors) at the scales resolved by the lowest resolution system, i.e., system 3. The representativeness error, i.e., the true variance resolved by the relatively high-resolution systems but not by the relatively low resolution system, therefore needs to be estimated, which, in turn, allows providing the error estimates at different resolutions. In this paper, all error estimates are provided at the spatiotemporal scales resolved by the satellite products, i.e., AV4 and SOA.
A method based on the intercalibration capabilities of TC has been used to estimate the representativeness error for each triplet. The representativeness error value that leads to the most optimal intercalibration of a particular triplet is then used to estimate the random errors for each individual data product for that triplet. Two relevant aspects of the TC methodology are used here to consolidate the validation results.
On one hand, the sorting of the triplets is such that the lowest resolution system has to be system 3. When system 3 is not the system with the lowest resolution, the computation of r 2 fails (i.e., it leads to negative random error values). As such, the products can be sorted in terms of their respective resolving spatiotemporal scales. Besides the in situ TAO, which has the highest spatiotemporal resolution, from finer to coarser, the order is GLORYS2V3, satellite (AV4 and SOA), and climatology (WOA13 and WOA09).
On the other hand, provided that the error estimates are given at a fixed spatiotemporal resolution (i.e., the satellite scales), the error estimate of a particular data product (e.g., GLORYS2v3) should always be the same regardless of the triplet combination used in TC. As such, several triplet combinations of the six different salinity products are used to check the consistency of the TC error output and provide an indication of the uncertainty in the error estimation for each individual product.
The TC analysis shows that the resolved scales of AV4 are significantly shorter than those of SOA. Although the Aquarius footprint is smaller than that of SMOS, the OA applied to SMOS, with large correlation radii (see Section II-A) to mitigate its poor radiometric accuracy, leads to a relatively coarse spatiotemporal resolution product. As such, the error assessment is carried out separately at both AV4 and SOA resolved scales. At AV4 scales, it is found that AV4 has an error of 0.17, significantly smaller than that of SOA, i.e., about 0.24. In fact, AV4 outperforms all other products, although the ocean reanalysis (GLORYS2V3) and TAO show similar scores (i.e., 0.18). However, at SMOS scales, the SOA product (0.20) outperforms all other products, although its error is similar to that of GLORYS2V3, AV4, and TAO. This opens the door for the verification of higher resolution SMOS-derived salinity products, such as the global and regional debiased nonBayesian, available at http://bec.icm.csic.es [35] . The WOA products show highest errors at satellite scales. However, these error estimates have slightly larger uncertainty due to the fact that the WOA products cannot be linearly calibrated against the other salinity sources. Higher order calibration may lead to (slightly) more accurate assessment of the quality of the climatology maps.
Finally, the error of TAO at the AV4 and SOA spatiotemporal scales is 0.18 and 0.22, respectively. Since the "truth" is defined as the ocean salinity at 1 cm depth and at the satellite-resolved spatiotemporal scales, these error values should include the contribution of the scale difference between the pointwise observation and the 0.25°-1°cells of the satellite products, the vertical mismatch between the TAO measurement at 1-1.5 m depth and the satellite retrievals at 1 cm (see stratification effects in [36] ), and the different temporal resolution of TAO (1 day) and the satellite products (7-9 days). The partition of these error contributions (notably the horizontal and vertical resolution mismatch) remains a research topic in oceanography.
Potential application of the TC developed here can help to understand the different processes (diffusivity, etc.) that take place in different ocean regions. Furthermore, this technique can be applied to longer time series to assess the quality of the salinity products in terms of interannual variability.
